21 March 2022

Enterprise Agreement bargaining update
IEU Council votes to support protected action
IEU Council met on Saturday 19 March 2022 to hear a report from union officers about the progress of the negotiations for new
enterprise agreements for principals, teachers and support staff employed in Catholic systemic schools in NSW and the ACT.
Since the claim was lodged with employers in November 2021, the bargaining team has only agreed to meet with the IEU twice:
on 2 February and 23 February (further meetings are scheduled). The employer team includes two representatives of Catholic
Employment Relations (CER) and representatives of three dioceses.
At the first meeting, the IEU discussed and explained all elements of the union’s claim. Following that meeting we sent detailed
wording to the employers with supporting documents. In the case of support staff, we included a document that explicitly set out
how the increases achieved in government schools in 2019 should be applied to the rates and classification structure in the
enterprise agreement applying to support staff in Catholic systemic schools.
At the meeting on 23 February, the employers were scheduled to respond to our claim. Although they commented on some
elements, they gave no clear indication of their position in relation to any matter. Following this discussion, the employers advised
us they were not authorised on behalf of all the dioceses to respond to the remaining elements of our claim and would do this at
the next scheduled meeting. Crucially, this meant they failed to respond to any of our claims relating specifically to support staff.
The next meeting was scheduled for 10 March. CER cancelled this meeting just before it was about to begin, for technical reasons
relating to issue of the Notice of employee representational rights. The union understands the next scheduled meeting, on 23
March, will proceed, and that the employers will respond to the support staff claims in this meeting.
Given the slow progress of negotiations, the union has no confidence in receiving a satisfactory response to our claims for
teachers or support staff.

Strong public campaign
The union believes that a strong public campaign is necessary to achieve an outcome for both teachers and support staff.
The IEU and its members need to endorse this campaign enthusiastically for the benefit of the profession as a whole. This is a
once in a decade opportunity to address teacher pay in NSW.
As members will be aware, the NSW Teachers Federation is also campaigning for significant increases in teacher salaries and a
reduction in workload (the Federation does not represent support staff in government schools).
The NSW Government (the employer) is resisting the NSW Teachers Federation’s claims. The NSW Government has had a policy
of restricting public sector wage increases to 2.5 percent per annum since 2011 – this is known as the public sector pay cap. This
policy is now enshrined in regulation, limiting the ability of the NSW Industrial Relations Commission to award pay rises above
2.5 percent except in very narrow circumstances.

The 2.5 percent refers to total employee costs. This means it is discounted when there is an increase in superannuation – so the
proposed pay increase for 2022 is just 2.04 percent.
The NSW Government policy does not legally apply to the non-government school sector, but Catholic systemic schools
nevertheless follow it for political reasons.
Academics have commented that salaries for primary and secondary teachers are among the lowest of all major professions
(Valuing the teaching profession: An independent inquiry by Dr Geoff Gallop and others), and this disparity is particularly
pronounced for experienced professionals. This is a direct result of the public sector pay cap.

Protected action
For the union to have the chance of a favourable outcome, we need to demonstrate to employers and the general community
that we are serious. The most effective way of doing this is by taking protected industrial action. Industrial action means
performing work differently in support of an industrial campaign and can include wearing IEU badges, banning meetings, making
public statements in support of the campaign (including wearing t-shirts or badges) and taking stop-work action (striking) for any
period of time, from half an hour to a day or more. In the case of strikes, the employer will make a deduction from your pay for
the period of the stop-work action. In the case of bans, the employer may also deduct from your pay, depending on the type of
ban.
The process for taking protected industrial action under the Federal Government’s industrial system requires union members who
are bargaining for an enterprise agreement to first vote in a formal Protected Action Ballot in favour of taking protected action.
The proposed action is set out in the ballot. The ballot needs to meet two requirements: half the members in a particular
workplace must participate in the ballot; and more than half of those who vote must vote ‘Yes’. To achieve the right to take
protected action, both requirements must be met.
The IEU will arrange for the vote to be conducted in a secret online ballot at each school. Members will only have the right to take
part in any protected action that may be called if the Protected Action Ballot of members was carried. If the vote is not carried,
you will not be entitled to participate. So it is essential to inform members and encourage voting in your Chapter to reach the
50 percent participation threshold.

What do you need to do?
For this campaign to be successful, please help us by doing the following:
•
•
•
•
•

encourage your colleagues (both support staff and teachers) who are not IEU members to join the union – only members can
vote on protected industrial action and participate in that action
if you have recently changed schools, check you are on the IEU member list for your current school
check that your name and email address are correct on IEU records. To vote in a Protected Action Ballot, you must have the
same name on both your employer’s records and IEU records (this means: middle names, maiden name vs married names,
hyphenated names, etc) and you must be recorded at the same school on both employer and IEU records.
discuss this campaign with colleagues and encourage them to be involved
establish an IEU Committee to assist the IEU Rep in gaining support for this campaign among staff at your school.

Chapter motion
Before we can organise the formal Protected Action Ballot, we need Chapters to indicate whether they wish to participate in this
ballot. Please ask your Chapter to meet and vote on the attached motion by Friday 1 April 2022 and return the results to the
union office (ieu@ieu.asn.au Attn: Zuzana). The formal Protected Action Ballot will then be conducted early in Term 2 – but only
for schools that have advised that they wish to be part of the ballot.

Invite your colleagues who are not members to join the union.
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Council motion

Saturday 19 March 2022
At its meeting Council delegates endorsed the following:
This IEU Council meeting notes the report given on the progress of negotiations with NSW and ACT Catholic
diocesan employers. The Council expresses its strong dissatisfaction and frustration with the employers’
failure to respond to any of the IEU’s claims for improved salaries and conditions for teachers and support
staff in the current negotiations for new enterprise agreements.
This Council meeting notes that employers have known the union’s claims since November 2021. The current
agreements expired at the end of 2021. There has been very little progress in negotiations in 2022.
The meeting particularly notes the failure to commit to increase pay rates of support staff to match rates that
have been paid in government schools since 2019 and the lack of response on our claim for improved long
service leave for support staff. This is unfair and unconscionable.
The failure to increase teachers’ pay to match that of other professionals and the ever-increasing workload
has led to a crisis in teaching. As a priority, employers must increase rates of pay, reduce face to face teaching
loads by two hours per week, address the ever-increasing paperwork demands on education professionals
and take positive measures to address the teacher shortage.
This Council meeting calls on the Executive and Officers to vigorously pursue the Hear Our Voice, a fair deal
for teachers and support staff campaign utilising both the media and, if required, protected industrial action.
Officers will consult with Chapters in Catholic systemic schools in NSW and the ACT to determine whether
members want to have the right to engage in protected action to achieve our claims. Officers will then make
the necessary applications to the Fair Work Commission to enable this to occur. The timing of any such action
will be determined by the Executive and senior Officers based on the negotiations at that time.
It’s time for Catholic employers and the NSW Government to hear our voice.

Our key demands:
•

pay teachers what we’re worth

•

give support staff a fair deal

•

let teachers teach – cut paperwork

•

allow time to plan – reduce the teaching load by two hours per week

•

end staffing shortages.

CHAPTER MOTION
This Chapter of

at
(School Name)

(Suburb/Town)

advises the union that we wish to be part of a Protected Action Ballot to give us the
right to take protected action in support of the campaign for the new EA.

Number of YES Votes

Number of NO Votes

Please aim for maximum participation in this Chapter vote so all members are
informed of the issues.
Date of meeting
Comments:

Please email to
ieu@ieu.asn.au (Attn: Zuzana) by

Friday 1 April 2022
if possible
but no later than Wednesday 6 April 2022.

